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A path-breaking collection of essays by cutting-edge authors that reassess the
Cold War since the fall of communism.
This book facilitates exchanges between scholars and researchers from
around the world on China-Eurasia relations. Comparing perspectives and
methodologies, it promotes interdisciplinary dialogue on China’s pivot
towards Eurasia, the Belt and Road initiative, the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization, Beijing’s cooperation and arguments with India, the EU,
Western Balkans and South Caucasus states and the Sino-Russian struggle for
multipolarity and multilateralism in Eurasia. It also researches digitalization
processes in Eurasia, notably it focuses on China's Silk Road and Digital
Agenda of Eurasian Economic Union. Multipolarity without multilateralism is
a dangerous mix. Great power competitions will remain. In the Asian regional
system more multilateral cushions have to be developed. Scholars from
different nations including China, India, Russia, Austria, Armenia, Georgia,
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United Arab Emirates and Montenegro introduce their own, independent
research, making recommendations on the developments in China-Eurasia
relations, and demonstrating that through joint discussions it is possible to
find ways for cooperation and for ensuring peaceful coexistence. The book will
appeal to policymakers and scholars and students in Chinese, Eurasian,
International and Oriental Studies.
The end of the Cold War gave rise to much talk of a 'new' global order and
debate about just how new or orderly it was and would be. Attempts to
analyse the nature of this order have been many and various. This important
new text assesses the main approaches and offers its own analysis arguing
that, while chaos and raw anarchy are not on the cards, each of the major
domains of power - security, economics, institutions and values - contains
elements of potentially major instability. Interstate war may be receding, but
there are no simple solutions to comprehensive violent conflict inside fragile
states, and the non-democratic great powers continue to have major regional
ambitions. There is a global liberal market economy, but it is increasingly
unequal and its financial infrastructure remains fragile and crisis-prone.
There is a comprehensive set of international institutions but they are rather
weak and in need of reform. Liberal values are nominally endorsed by most
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states but they are in internal conflict and make up no firm basis for a stable
world order. Finally, world order is threatened from within because the social
compacts, political infrastructures, and national economic capacities of many
states will decline. This will have negative consequences for the willingness to
bring about effective global governance. The result may be a destructive
dynamic which might take us towards a Hobbesian world in ways which
Hobbes himself had never imagined.
During the 1990s, a new paradigm for power sector reform was put forward
emphasizing the restructuring of utilities, the creation of regulators, the
participation of the private sector, and the establishment of competitive
power markets. Twenty-five years later, only a handful of developing countries
have fully implemented these Washington Consensus policies. Across the
developing world, reforms were adopted rather selectively, resulting in a
hybrid model, in which elements of market orientation coexist with continued
state dominance of the sector. This book aims to revisit and refresh thinking
on power sector reform approaches for developing countries. The approach
relies heavily on evidence from the past, drawing both on broad global trends
and deep case material from 15 developing countries. It is also forward
looking, considering the implications of new social and environmental policy
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goals, as well as the emerging technological disruptions. A nuanced picture
emerges. Although regulation has been widely adopted, practice often falls
well short of theory, and cost recovery remains an elusive goal. The private
sector has financed a substantial expansion of generation capacity; yet, its
contribution to power distribution has been much more limited, with
efficiency levels that can sometimes be matched by well-governed public
utilities. Restructuring and liberalization have been beneficial in a handful of
larger middle-income nations but have proved too complex for most countries
to implement. Based on these findings, the report points to three major policy
implications. First, reform efforts need to be shaped by the political and
economic context of the country. The 1990s reform model was most
successful in countries that had reached certain minimum conditions of power
sector development and offered a supportive political environment. Second,
countries found alternative institutional pathways to achieving good power
sector outcomes, making a case for greater pluralism. Among the top
performers, some pursued the full set of market-oriented reforms, while
others retained a more important role for the state. Third, reform efforts
should be driven and tailored to desired policy outcomes and less preoccupied
with following a predetermined process, particularly since the twenty-firstPage 4/34
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century century agenda has added decarbonization and universal access to
power sector outcomes. The Washington Consensus reforms, while supportive
of the twenty-first-century century agenda, will not be able to deliver on them
alone and will require complementary policy measures
Major Power Rivalry in the Middle East
Nigeria and the Nation-State
Rethinking Chinese Politics
Rethinking Power, Institutions and Ideas in World Politics
A Liberal Critique
Rethinking World Politics
Rethinking the Cold War
This remarkable collection commemorates the 70th anniversary of the
1951 San Francisco Peace Conference by revisiting the important
legacies of both the Peace Treaty and the US-Japan Security Treaty
have had on the peace and stability of the Asia-Pacific. Drawing on
multiple perspectives, the volume conveys the hopes and fears that
the authors have for the domestic and international politics of the
region. In a post Trumpian world marked by the US-China tensions
amidst a raging pandemic, the region’s continued prosperity looks
exceedingly grim. Would the arrangements made in 1951 continue to
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have relevance for an Indo-Pacific region beset by great power
rivalry and potential conflict fuelled by contending nationalisms,
clashing interests and territorial disputes? Through a rigorous
debate based on the latest empirical developments, the volume
explores various ways where by the spirit and legacies of San
Francisco arrangements can be meaningfully preserved and enhanced. In
order for the region stronger and more prosperous in the postpandemic world, the countries have to come together to enhance the
existing security architecture to contain great power rivalry and
ensure that a regional order capable of addressing problems of the
21st century eventually evolves.
China has emerged as a member of the elite club of nations who are
powerful at both global poles. Polar states are global giants, strong
in military, scientific, and economic terms. The concept of a polar
great power is relatively unknown in international relations studies;
yet China, a rising power globally, is now widely using this term to
categorize its aspirations and emphasize the significance of the
polar regions to their national interests. China's focus on becoming
a polar great power represents a fundamental re-orientation - a
completely new way of imagining the world. China's push into these
regions encompasses maritime and nuclear security, the frontlines of
climate change research, and the possibility of a resources bonanza.
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As shown in this book, China's growing strength at the poles will be
a game-changer for a number of strategic vulnerabilities that could
shift the global balance of power in significant and unexpected ways.
A vision of contemporary China from the inside, Xu's essays offer a
liberal reaction to the complexity of China's rise.
An informed modern plan for post-2020 American foreign policy that
avoids the opposing dangers of retrenchment and overextension Russia
and China are both believed to have “grand strategies”—detailed sets
of national security goals backed by means, and plans, to pursue
them. In the United States, policy makers have tried to articulate
similar concepts but have failed to reach a widespread consensus
since the Cold War ended. While the United States has been the
world’s prominent superpower for over a generation, much American
thinking has oscillated between the extremes of isolationist agendas
versus interventionist and overly assertive ones. Drawing on
historical precedents and weighing issues such as Russia’s
resurgence, China’s great rise, North Korea’s nuclear machinations,
and Middle East turmoil, Michael O’Hanlon presents a well-researched,
ethically sound, and politically viable vision for American national
security policy. He also proposes complementing the Pentagon’s set of
“4+1” pre-existing threats with a new “4+1”: biological, nuclear,
digital, climatic, and internal dangers.
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Rethinking Development Economics
Enduring Legacies, Structural Contradictions and Geopolitical Rivalry
Power, Knowledge, and Institutions
History Problems and Historical Opportunities
The World Order Since 1500
Rethinking Cooperation and Contradictions in the Era of Changing
World Order
Master Narratives and Regime Change in U.S. Foreign Policy, 1900–2011

A brilliant young historian offers a vital, comprehensive international military history of
the Cold War in which he views the decade-long superpower struggles as one of the
three great conflicts of the twentieth century alongside the two World Wars, and reveals
how bloody the "Long Peace" actually was. In this sweeping, deeply researched book,
Paul Thomas Chamberlin boldly argues that the Cold War, long viewed as a mostly
peaceful, if tense, diplomatic standoff between democracy and communism, was
actually a part of a vast, deadly conflict that killed millions on battlegrounds across the
postcolonial world. For half a century, as an uneasy peace hung over Europe, ferocious
proxy wars raged in the Cold War’s killing fields, resulting in more than fourteen million
dead—victims who remain largely forgotten and all but lost to history. A superb work of
scholarship illustrated with four maps, The Cold War’s Killing Fields is the first global
military history of this superpower conflict and the first full accounting of its devastating
impact. More than previous armed conflicts, the wars of the post-1945 era ravaged
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civilians across vast stretches of territory, from Korea and Vietnam to Bangladesh and
Afghanistan to Iraq and Lebanon. Chamberlin provides an understanding of this
sweeping history from the ground up and offers a moving portrait of human suffering,
capturing the voices of those who experienced the brutal warfare. Chamberlin reframes
this era in global history and explores in detail the numerous battles fought to prevent
nuclear war, bolster the strategic hegemony of the U.S. and the U.S.S.R., and
determine the fate of societies throughout the Third World.
War presents a curious paradox. Interstate war is arguably the most carefully planned
endeavor by states, yet military history is filled with disasters and blunders of
monumental proportions. These anomalies happen because most military history
presumes that states are pursuing optimal strategies in a competitive environment. This
book offers an alternative narrative in which the pillars of military planning - evaluations
of power, strategy, and interests - are theorized as social constructions rather than
simple material realities. States may be fighting wars primarily to gain or maintain
power, yet in any given historical era such pursuits serve only to propel competition;
they do not ensure military success in subsequent generations. Allowing states to
embark on hapless military ventures is fraught with risks, while the rewards are few.
As American leadership over climate change declines, China has begun to identify itself
as a great power by formulating ambitious climate policies. Based on the premise that
great powers have unique responsibilities, this book explores how China’s rise to great
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power status transforms notions of great power responsibility in general and
international climate politics in particular. The author looks empirically at the Chinese
party-state’s conceptions of state responsibility, discusses the influence of those
notions on China’s role in international climate politics, and considers both how China
will act out its climate responsibility in the future and the broader implications of these
actions. Alongside the argument that the international norm of climate responsibility is
an emerging attribute of great power responsibility, Kopra develops a normative
framework of great power responsibility to shed new light on the transformations
China’s rise will yield and the kind of great power China will prove to be. The book will
be of interest to students and scholars of international relations, China studies, foreign
policy studies, international organizations, international ethics and environmental
politics.
Why does the United States pursue robust military invasions to change some foreign
regimes but not others? Conventional accounts focus on geopolitics or elite ideology. C.
William Walldorf, Jr., argues that the politics surrounding two broad, public
narratives—the liberal narrative and the restraint narrative—often play a vital role in
shaping US decisions whether to pursue robust and forceful regime change. Using
current sociological work on cultural trauma, Walldorf explains how master narratives
strengthen (and weaken), and he develops clear predictions for how and when these
narratives will shape policy. To Shape Our World For Good demonstrates the
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importance and explanatory power of the master-narrative argument, using a
sophisticated combination of methods: quantitative analysis and eight cases in the
postwar period that include Korea, Vietnam, and El Salvador during the Cold War and
more recent cases in Iraq and Libya. The case studies provide the environment for a
critical assessment of the connections among the politics of master narratives,
pluralism, and the common good in contemporary US foreign policy and grand strategy.
Walldorf adds new insight to our understanding of US expansionism and cautions
against the dangers of misusing popular narratives for short-term political gains—a
practice all too common both past and present.
Rethinking the Long Peace
The Art of War in an Age of Peace
The History of an Exceptional Concept in American Foreign Relations
The Cold War's Killing Fields
Whose IR?
Great Powers in the Changing International Order
Tokens of Power

The winners of the Nobel Prize in Economics upend the most common
assumptions about how economics works in this gripping and disruptive
portrait of how poor people actually live. Why do the poor borrow to save? Why
do they miss out on free life-saving immunizations, but pay for unnecessary
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drugs? In Poor Economics, Abhijit V. Banerjee and Esther Duflo, two awardwinning MIT professors, answer these questions based on years of field research
from around the world. Called "marvelous, rewarding" by the Wall Street
Journal, the book offers a radical rethinking of the economics of poverty and an
intimate view of life on 99 cents a day. Poor Economics shows that creating a
world without poverty begins with understanding the daily decisions facing the
poor.
As the world shifts away from the unquestioned American hegemony that
followed in the wake of the Cold War, the United States is likely to face new
kinds of threats and sharper resource constraints than it has in the past.
However, the country's alliances, military institutions, and national security
strategy have changed little since the Cold War. American foreign and defense
policies, therefore, should be assessed for their fitness for achieving sustainable
national security amidst the dynamism of the international political economy,
changing domestic politics, and even a changing climate. This book brings
together sixteen leading scholars from across political science, history, and
political economy to highlight a range of American security considerations that
deserve a larger role in both scholarship and strategic decision-making. In these
chapters, scholars of political economy and the American defense budget
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examine the economic engine that underlies U.S. military might and the ways
the country deploys these vast (but finite) resources. Historians illuminate how
past great powers coped with changing international orders through strategic
and institutional innovations. And regional experts assess America's current longterm engagements, from NATO to the chaos of the Middle East to the web of
alliances in Asia, deepening understandings that help guard against both costly
commitments and short-sighted retrenchments. This interdisciplinary volume
sets an agenda for future scholarship that links politics, economics, and history
in pursuit of sustainable security for the United States - and greater peace and
stability for Americans and non-Americans alike.
Business is the largest undergraduate major in the United States and still
growing. This reality, along with the immense power of the business sector and
its significance for national and global well-being, makes quality education
critical not only for the students themselves but also for the public good. The
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching's national study of
undergraduate business education found that most undergraduate programs are
too narrow, failing to challenge students to question assumptions, think
creatively, or understand the place of business in larger institutional contexts.
Rethinking Undergraduate Business Education examines these limitations and
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describes the efforts of a diverse set of institutions to address them by
integrating the best elements of liberal arts learning with business curriculum to
help students develop wise, ethically grounded professional judgment.
In this thought-provoking book, Bertrand Badie argues that the traditional
paradigms of international relations are no longer sustainable, and that
ignorance of these shifting systems and of alternative models is a major source
of contemporary international conflict and disorder. Through a clear
examination of the political, historical and social context, Badie illuminates the
challenges and possibilities of an intersocial and multilateral approach to
international relations.
Rethinking International Relations
China and Great Power Responsibility for Climate Change (Open Access)
Rethinking Cold War History
Sustainable Security
The Power of Knowing What You Don't Know
The State, Military Power, and Social Revolution
Security and Dominance in U.S. Foreign Policy
Nigeria, despite being the African country of greatest strategic importance to the United
States, remains poorly understood. Leading expert John Campbell explains why Nigeria,
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projected to have the world's third-highest population by 2050, is so important to understand
in a world of jihadi extremism, corruption, oil conflict, and communal violence.
In rethinking and reframing the American national narrative in a wider context, the
contributors to this volume ask questions about both nationalism and the discipline of history
itself. The essays offer fresh ways of thinking about the traditional themes and periods of
American history. By locating the study of American history in a transnational context, they
examine the history of nation-making and the relation of the United States to other nations
and to transnational developments. What is now called globalization is here placed in a
historical context. A cast of distinguished historians from the United States and abroad
examines the historiographical implications of such a reframing and offers alternative
interpretations of large questions of American history ranging from the era of European
contact to democracy and reform, from environmental and economic development and
migration experiences to issues of nationalism and identity. But the largest issue explored is
basic to all histories: How does one understand, teach, and write a national history even as
one recognizes that the territorial boundaries do not fully contain that history and that within
that bounded territory the society is highly differentiated, marked by multiple solidarities and
identities? Rethinking American History in a Global Age advances an emerging but important
conversation marked by divergent voices, many of which are represented here. The various
essays explore big concepts and offer historical narratives that enrich the content and context
of American history. The aim is to provide a history that more accurately reflects the
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dimensions of American experience and better connects the past with contemporary concerns
for American identity, structures of power, and world presence.
Understanding Chinese politics has become more important than ever. Some argue that
China's political system is 'institutionalized' or that 'win all/lose all' struggles are a thing of
the past, but, Joseph Fewsmith argues, as in all Leninist systems, political power is difficult to
pass on from one leader to the next. Indeed, each new leader must deploy whatever resources
he has to gain control over critical positions and thus consolidate power. Fewsmith traces
four decades of elite politics from Deng to Xi, showing how each leader has built power (or
not). He shows how the structure of politics in China has set the stage for intense and
sometimes violent intra-elite struggles, shaping a hierarchy in which one person tends to
dominate, and, ironically, providing for periods of stability between intervals of contention.
Stunning shifts in the worldviews of states mark the modern history of international affairs:
how do societies think about—and rethink—international order and security? Japan's
"opening," German conquest, American internationalism, Maoist independence, and
Gorbachev's "new thinking" molded international conflict and cooperation in their eras.
How do we explain such momentous changes in foreign policy—and in other cases their
equally surprising absence? The nature of strategic ideas, Jeffrey W. Legro argues, played a
critical and overlooked role in these transformations. Big changes in foreign policies are rare
because it is difficult for individuals to overcome the inertia of entrenched national
mentalities. Doing so depends on a particular nexus of policy expectations, national
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experience, and ready replacement ideas. In a sweeping comparative history, Legro explores
the sources of strategy in the United States and Germany before and after the world wars, in
Tokugawa Japan, and in the Soviet Union. He charts the likely future of American primacy
and a rising China in the coming century. Rethinking the World tells us when and why we
can expect changes in the way states think about the world, why some ideas win out over
others, and why some leaders succeed while others fail in redirecting grand strategy.
Rethinking American Grand Strategy
A Theory of Transnational Neopluralism
China as a Polar Great Power
Rethinking Anti-Americanism
Bridging the Divide
China and Eurasia
In Uncertain Times
Examines the history of the Cold War, reflecting Soviet, East European,
Chinese, American, and West European viewpoints, and offering new insights
and solutions to long-standing puzzles
This anthology of essays questions many widespread assumptions about the
culture of postwar America. Illuminating the origins and development of the
many threads that constituted American culture during the Cold War, the
contributors challenge the existence of a monolithic culture during the 1950s
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and thereafter. They demonstrate instead that there was more to American
society than conformity, political conservatism, consumerism, and middle-class
values. By examining popular culture, politics, economics, gender relations,
and civil rights, the contributors contend that, while there was little
fundamentally new about American culture in the Cold War era, the Cold War
shaped and distorted virtually every aspect of American life. Interacting with
long-term historical trends related to demographics, technological change, and
economic cycles, four new elements dramatically influenced American politics
and culture: the threat of nuclear annihilation, the use of surrogate and covert
warfare, the intensification of anticommunist ideology, and the rise of a
powerful military-industrial complex. This provocative dialogue by leading
historians promises to reshape readers' understanding of America during the
Cold War, revealing a complex interplay of historical norms and political
influences.
This title represents the most forward thinking and comprehensive review of
development economics currently available.
Rethinking World Politics is a major intervention into a central debate in
international relations: how has globalization transformed world politics? Most
work on world politics still presumes the following: in domestic affairs,
individual states function as essentially unified entities, and in international
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affairs, stable nation-states interact with each other. In this scholarship, the
state lies at the center; it is what politics is all about. However, Philip Cerny
contends that recent experience suggests another process at work:
"transnational neopluralism." In the old version of pluralist theory, the state is
less a cohesive and unified entity than a varyingly stable amalgam of
competing and cross-cutting interest groups that surround and populate it.
Cerny explains that contemporary world politics is subject to similar pressures
from a wide variety of sub- and supra-national actors, many of which are
organized transnationally rather than nationally. In recent years, the ability of
transnational governance bodies, NGOs, and transnational firms to shape world
politics has steadily grown. Importantly, the rapidly growing transnational
linkages among groups and the emergence of increasingly influential, even
powerful, cross-border interest and value groups is new. These processes are
not replacing nation-states, but they are forging new transnational webs of
power. States, he argues, are themselves increasingly trapped in these webs.
After mapping out the dynamics behind contemporary world politics, Cerny
closes by prognosticating where this might all lead. Sweeping in its scope,
Rethinking World Politics is a landmark work of international relations theory
that upends much of our received wisdom about how world politics works and
offers us new ways to think about the forces shaping the contemporary world.
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Rethinking Diplomacy with the Postcolonial World
Great Power Strategies and International Order
International Institutions and Power Politics
Anglo-German Restraint during World War II
A Radical Rethinking of the Way to Fight Global Poverty
Rethinking the New World Order
Rethinking American History in a Global Age
This timely and authoritative book is a general overview of Great Power politics and
strategy from 1500 to the present.
Insider accounts of how policymakers reacted to dramatic developments in recent
history.
"Rethinking Theory and History in the Cold War focuses on what we mean by 'politics'
and 'international relations' and how such assumptions have come to determine our
understanding of the Cold War. Using an historical-materialist method, the author
criticizes conventional conceptions of international politics that tend to focus on the
agency of and relations among states, and offers an alternative historical sociology of
the Cold War through an analysis of the relationship between formal political authority
and socio-economic production. Seen from this perspective, the state the modern
conceptions of politics can be seen as products of a capitalist modernity, in which
politics is based on the separation of the spheres of politics in the state and economics
in civil society."--BOOK JACKET.
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Bringing together the thoughts of economists, political scientists, anthropologists,
philosophers, and agricultural policy professionals, this volume focuses on the issues
of sustainability in development. Examining such topics as international trade, political
power, gender roles, legal institutions, and agricultural research, the contributors focus
on the missing links in theory and practice that have been barriers to the achievement
of truly sustainable development. Any theory of sustainable development must take into
account economic, social, and environmental dimensions. Until recently, the question
"What is development?" was often answered predominantly from the economist's
perspective, with high priority being assigned to expansion of economic output. Social,
political, institutional, and ethical aspects have often been neglected. But now that
sustainable development has become a broadly accepted concept, it is impossible to
maintain a narrowly economistic view of development. For this reason, the varied
perspectives offered by the contributors to this volume are crucial to understanding the
process of development as it relates to environmental sustainability and human wellbeing. The selection of articles is meant to be stimulating and provocative rather than
comp-rehensive. They are roughly divided between those dealing with broad theoretical
issues concerning the economic, political, and social aspects of development (Part I)
and those presenting more applied analysis (Part II). The common thread is a concern
for examining which factors contribute to making development socially just and
environmentally sound. Rethinking Sustainability will be of interest to economists and
social scientists, development professionals, and instructors seeking to offer their
students a broad perspective on development issues. Jonathan Harris is Senior
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Research Associate, Global Development and Environment Institute at Tufts University,
as well as Adjunct Associate Professor of International Economics at Tufts University
Fletcher School of Law.
Great Powers and the Quest for Hegemony
Rethinking War
Rethinking Sino-Japanese Alienation
Cooperation under Fire
Rethinking Theory and History in the Cold War
Rethinking Undergraduate Business Education
U.S. Grand Strategy and Resolute Restraint

Rethinking the WorldGreat Power Strategies and International OrderCornell
University Press
#1 New York Times Bestseller “THIS. This is the right book for right now.
Yes, learning requires focus. But, unlearning and relearning requires much
more—it requires choosing courage over comfort. In Think Again, Adam
Grant weaves together research and storytelling to help us build the
intellectual and emotional muscle we need to stay curious enough about the
world to actually change it. I’ve never felt so hopeful about what I don’t
know.” —Brené Brown, Ph.D., #1 New York Times bestselling author of Dare
to Lead The bestselling author of Give and Take and Originals examines the
critical art of rethinking: learning to question your opinions and open other
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people's minds, which can position you for excellence at work and wisdom in
life Intelligence is usually seen as the ability to think and learn, but in a
rapidly changing world, there's another set of cognitive skills that might
matter more: the ability to rethink and unlearn. In our daily lives, too many
of us favor the comfort of conviction over the discomfort of doubt. We listen
to opinions that make us feel good, instead of ideas that make us think hard.
We see disagreement as a threat to our egos, rather than an opportunity to
learn. We surround ourselves with people who agree with our conclusions,
when we should be gravitating toward those who challenge our thought
process. The result is that our beliefs get brittle long before our bones. We
think too much like preachers defending our sacred beliefs, prosecutors
proving the other side wrong, and politicians campaigning for approval--and
too little like scientists searching for truth. Intelligence is no cure, and it can
even be a curse: being good at thinking can make us worse at rethinking.
The brighter we are, the blinder to our own limitations we can become.
Organizational psychologist Adam Grant is an expert on opening other
people's minds--and our own. As Wharton's top-rated professor and the
bestselling author of Originals and Give and Take, he makes it one of his
guiding principles to argue like he's right but listen like he's wrong. With bold
ideas and rigorous evidence, he investigates how we can embrace the joy of
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being wrong, bring nuance to charged conversations, and build schools,
workplaces, and communities of lifelong learners. You'll learn how an
international debate champion wins arguments, a Black musician persuades
white supremacists to abandon hate, a vaccine whisperer convinces
concerned parents to immunize their children, and Adam has coaxed
Yankees fans to root for the Red Sox. Think Again reveals that we don't have
to believe everything we think or internalize everything we feel. It's an
invitation to let go of views that are no longer serving us well and prize
mental flexibility over foolish consistency. If knowledge is power, knowing
what we don't know is wisdom.
With the collapse of the Soviet Union, the United States was left as the
world’s sole superpower, which was the dawn of an international order
known as unipolarity. The ramifications of imbalanced power extend around
the globe—including the country at the center. What has the sudden
realization that it stands alone atop the international hierarchy done to the
United States? In Psychology of a Superpower, Christopher J. Fettweis
examines how unipolarity affects the way U.S. leaders conceive of their role,
make strategy, and perceive America’s place in the world. Combining
security, strategy, and psychology, Fettweis investigates how the idea of
being number one affects the decision making of America’s foreign-policy
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elite. He examines the role the United States plays in providing global
common goods, such as peace and security; the effect of the Cold War’s end
on nuclear-weapon strategy and policy; the psychological consequences of
unbalanced power; and the grand strategies that have emerged in
unipolarity. Drawing on psychology’s insights into the psychological and
behavioral consequences of unchecked power, Fettweis brings new insight
to political science’s policy-analysis toolkit. He also considers the prospect of
the end of unipolarity, offering a challenge to widely held perceptions of
American indispensability and asking whether the unipolar moment is worth
trying to save. Psychology of a Superpower is a provocative rethinking of the
risks and opportunities of the global position of the United States, with
significant consequences for U.S. strategy, character, and identity.
Bitterly contested memories of war, colonisation, and empire among Japan,
China, and Korea have increasingly threatened regional order and security
over the past three decades. In Sino-Japanese relations, identity, territory,
and power pull together in a particularly lethal direction, generating
dangerous tensions in both geopolitical and memory rivalries. Buzan and
Goh explore a new approach to dealing with this history problem. First, they
construct a more balanced and global view of China and Japan in modern
world history. Second, building on this, they sketch out the possibilities for a
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21st century great power bargain between them. Buzan puts Northeast
Asia's history since 1840 into both a world historical and a systematic
normative context, exposing the parochial nature of the China-Japan history
debate in relation to what is a bigger shared story about their encounter
with modernity and the West, within which their modern encounter with
each other took place. Arguing that regional order will ultimately depend
substantially on the relationship between these two East Asian great powers,
Goh explores the conditions under which China and Japan have been able to
reach strategic bargains in the course of their long historical relationship,
and uses this to sketch out the main modes of agreement that might
underpin a new contemporary great power bargain between them in a
variety of future scenarios for the region. The frameworks adopted here
consciously blend historical contextualisation, enduring concerns with
wealth, power and interest, and the complex relationship between Northeast
Asian states' evolving encounters with each other and with global
international society.
Think Again
Poor Economics
Rethinking Power Sector Reform in the Developing World
Rethinking the World
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Liberal Learning for the Profession
Rethinking the San Francisco System in Indo-Pacific Security
American Foreign Policy After the Berlin Wall and 9/11
Why do nations cooperate even as they try to destroy each other?
Jeffrey Legro explores this question in the context of World War II,
the "total" war that in fact wasn't. During the war, combatant states
attempted to sustain agreements limiting the use of three forms of
combat considered barbarous—submarine attacks against civilian
ships, strategic bombing of civilian targets, and chemical warfare.
Looking at how these restraints worked or failed to work between
such fierce enemies as Hitler's Third Reich and Churchill's Britain,
Legro offers a new understanding of the dynamics of World War II
and the sources of international cooperation. While traditional
explanations of cooperation focus on the relations between actors,
Cooperation under Fire examines what warring nations seek and
why they seek it—the "preference formation" that undergirds
international interaction. Scholars and statesmen debate whether it
is the balance of power or the influence of international norms that
most directly shapes foreign policy goals. Critically assessing both
explanations, Legro argues that it was, rather, the organizational
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cultures of military bureaucracies—their beliefs and customs in
waging war—that decided national priorities for limiting the use of
force in World War II. Drawing on documents from Germany,
Britain, the United States, and the former Soviet Union, Legro
provides a compelling account of how military cultures molded state
preferences and affected the success of cooperation. In its clear and
cogent analysis, this book has significant implications for the theory
and practice of international relations.
What does it mean to be a great power? What role do great powers
have in managing international order, and is that role still relevant
in a globalizing world? Are new great powers likely to emerge? If so,
to what effect? Addressing this set of questions, Nick Bisley provides
a historically informed and theoretically grounded analysis of the
part that great powers play in contemporary world politics. Bisley
traces the idea of great power management from its origins in
European history to the present day. Arguing that the idea that
great powers have a special responsibility for maintaining
international order is badly out of step with contemporary
circumstances, he offers an intriguing conclusion about the nature
of the international system.
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"In recent years, historians and other scholars have offered useful
definitions, most of which coalesce around the notion that grand
strategy is an amplification of the "normal" strategic practice of
deploying various means to attain specific ends. "The crux of grand
strategy," writes Paul Kennedy, co-founder of the influential Grand
Strategy program at Yale University, "lies...in policy, that is, in the
capacity of the nation's leaders to bring together all the elements,
both military and nonmilitary, for the preservation and
enhancement of the nation's long-term (that is, in wartime and
peacetime) best interests." John Lewis Gaddis, the program's cofounder with Kennedy, defines grand strategy succinctly as "the
alignment of potentially unlimited aspirations with necessarily
limited capabilities." Hal Brands, an alumnus of Yale's program and
a contributor to this volume, observes that grand strategy is best
understood as an "intellectual architecture that lends structure to
foreign policy; it is the logic that helps states navigate a complex
and dangerous world." Peter Feaver, who followed Yale's model
when establishing a grand strategy program at Duke University, is
somewhat more specific: "Grand strategy refers to the collection of
plans and policies that comprise the state's deliberate effort to
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harness political, military, diplomatic, and economic tools together
to advance that state's national interest." International Relations
theorist Stephen Walt is even more precise: "a state's grand strategy
is its plan for making itself secure. Grand strategy identifies the
objectives that must be achieved to produce security, and describes
the political and military actions that are believed to lead to this
goal. Strategy is thus a set of 'contingent predictions': if we do A, B,
and C, the desired results X, Y, and Z should follow.""-This book moves scholarly debates beyond the old question of
whether or not international institutions matter in order to examine
how they matter, even in a world of power politics. Power politics
and international institutions are often studied as two separate
domains, but this is in need of rethinking because today most states
strategically use institutions to further their interests. Anders Wivel,
T.V. Paul, and the international group of contributing authors
update our understanding of how institutions are viewed among the
major theoretical paradigms in international relations, and they
seek to bridge the divides. Empirical chapters examine specific
institutions in practice, including the United Nations, International
Atomic Energy Agency, and the European Union. The book also
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points the way to future research. International Institutions and
Power Politics provides insights for both international relations
theory and practical matters of foreign affairs, and it will be
essential reading for all international relations scholars and
advanced students.
Rethinking American National Security Strategy
Rethinking Sustainability
To Shape Our World for Good
We Now Know
Psychology of a Superpower
Rethinking Cold War Culture
Rethinking China's Rise
China's rise to power is the signal event of the twenty-first century,
and this volume offers a contemporary view of this nation in
ascendancy from the inside. Eight recent essays by Xu Jilin, a popular
historian and one of China's most prominent public intellectuals,
critique China's rejection of universal values and the nation's
embrace of Chinese particularism, the rise of the cult of the state
and the acceptance of the historicist ideas of Carl Schmitt and Leo
Strauss. Xu's work is distinct both from better-known voices of
dissent and also from the 'New Left' perspectives, offering instead a
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liberal reaction to the complexity of China's rise. Yet this work is
not a shrill denunciation of Xu's intellectual enemies, but rather a
subtle and heartfelt call for China to accept its status as a great
power and join the world as a force for good.
The study of international relations, has traditionally been dominated
by Western ideas and practices, and marginalized the voice and
experiences of the non-Western states and societies. As the world
moves to a "post-Western" era, it is imperative that the field of IR
acquires a more global meaning and relevance. Drawing together the
work of renowned scholar Amitav Acharya and framed by a new
introduction and conclusion written for the volume, this book exposes
the narrow meaning currently attached to some of the key concepts and
ideas in IR, and calls for alternative and broader understandings of
them. The need for recasting the discipline has motivated and
undergirded Acharya's own scholarship since his entry into the field
over three decades ago. This book reflects his own engagement,
quarrels and compromise and concludes with suggestions for new
pathways to a Global IR- a forward-looking and inclusive enterprise
that is reflective of the multiple and global heritage of IR in an
changing and interconnected world. It is essential reading for anyone
who is concerned about the history, development and future of
international relations and international relations theory.
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This book seeks to answer one main question: what is the core concern
of great powers that streamlines their behavior in the contemporary
system of international relations? Building on the examples of the
United States, China, Russia, France, and Britain, it tracks both
consistency and fluctuations in global power dynamics and great power
behavior. The author examines the genesis, causality, and policy
implications of decision makers’ fixation with retaining a credible
image of power in world politics, while exploring how the dynamics of
power distribution in international systems modify perceptions of
primacy. Drawing on findings from disciplines such as history,
economics, social and political psychology, communication theory,
philosophy, political science, strategic studies, and above all, from
International Relations theory and practice, the volume proposes a
novel theory of power credibility, which offers an original
explanation of great powers’ behavior at the stage of their relative
decline.
'Anti-Americanism' is an unusual expression; although stereotypes and
hostility exist toward every nation, we do not hear of 'antiItalianism' or 'anti-Brazilianism'. Only Americans have elevated such
sentiment to the level of a world view, an explanatory factor so
significant as to merit a name - an 'ism' - usually reserved for
comprehensive ideological systems or ingrained prejudice. This book
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challenges the scholarly consensus that blames criticism of the United
States on foreigners' irrational resistance to democracy and
modernity. Tracing 200 years of the concept of anti-Americanism, this
book argues that it has constricted political discourse about social
reform and US foreign policy, from the War of 1812 and the Mexican War
to the Cold War, from Guatemala and Vietnam to Iraq. Research in nine
countries in five languages, with attention to diplomacy, culture,
migration and the circulation of ideas, shows that the myth of antiAmericanism has often damaged the national interest.
Great Power Conduct and Credibility in World Politics
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